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Mayor
Hello everyone, my name is Fahad and I am not a celebrity in disguise. I am just a guy whose face’s geography was
rearranged in a village. like the one we are talking about today. I stand here today with two fractures in my skull as
we speak that may or may not require surgery to get my hobo glamour back. I don’t know if the surface cause of this
assault was hatred, xenophobia, racism, or psychosis but at the base of it there was a mismanagement of otherwise
well intended staff by the organization whose (let’s just say) highest priorities are not well being of the people living
in the village. A village whose population is 30. I was assaulted by another villager whose mental condition, that I
cannot describe or qualified to diagnose, nor was any staff member, who could dealt or was equipped with.

Like I said this was a 30 people village. And demographically speaking not very versatile cuz it caters to only
LGBTQ community, I cannot imagine what may occur in a demographically more diverse village.

My distorted face is just a glimpse of what may occur at the village like the one in question, times 20 roughly. On
one hand the “civilized society” is trying to recognize every human upon gender differences and here they expect
that 500 different personalities shall be treated in single manner?

Here is a Fun fact for you, take a trip up the skyline Blvd some time, and count the graves in any block of the
cemetery. We don’t even put more than 500 dead people in one block.

PS: just for the sake of setting benchmarks, I shouldn’t have to go through more scrutiny and paperwork to get into
housing than I had to with homeland security to get into United States.

Sent from my iPhone
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